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Abstract

Typical video compression systems consist of two main
modules: motion coding and residual coding. This general
architecture is adopted by classical coding schemes (such
as international standards H.265 and H.266) and deep
learning-based coding schemes. We propose a novel B-
frame coding architecture based on two-layer Conditional
Augmented Normalization Flows (CANF). It has the strik-
ing feature of not transmitting any motion information. Our
proposed idea of video compression without motion coding
offers a new direction for learned video coding. Our base
layer is a low-resolution image compressor that replaces
the full-resolution motion compressor. The low-resolution
coded image is merged with the warped high-resolution
images to generate a high-quality image as a condition-
ing signal for the enhancement-layer image coding in full
resolution. One advantage of this architecture is signifi-
cantly reduced computational complexity due to eliminat-
ing the motion information compressor. In addition, we
adopt a skip-mode coding technique to reduce the trans-
mitted latent samples. The rate-distortion performance of
our scheme is slightly lower than that of the state-of-the-art
learned B-frame coding scheme, B-CANF, but outperforms
other learned B-frame coding schemes. However, compared
to B-CANF, our scheme saves 45% of multiply–accumulate
operations (MACs) for encoding and 27% of MACs for de-
coding. The code is available at https://nycu-clab.github.io.

1. Introduction
Digital video compression has been studied for over 50

years. It is a challenging research topic to exploit both spa-
tial and temporal redundancies inside the video data. The

concept of using motion compensation to reduce tempo-
ral correlation for video coding first appeared in 1969 [30].
Since then, motion estimation and coding have become in-
dispensable components in a video coding system. Two
critical components in a mainstream video codec are mo-
tion coding (including motion estimation and compensa-
tion) and residual image coding. Motion coding is used to
reduce temporal redundancy, and residual coding is used
to reduce spatial redundancy. This structure is thus often
called hybrid coding. The influential and widespread inter-
national video standards in the past three decades, MPEG-
2, AVC/H.264, HEVC/H.265, and VVC/H.266 all adopt
this basic hybrid coding structure, although the fine de-
tails vary in different versions of standards. These stan-
dards specify three types of coding frames inside a Group
of Pictures (GOP): I-frame (intra-coded), P-frame (predic-
tive), and B-frame (bidirectional predictive). The P-frame
coding process uses the previously coded frame to predict
the target frame, and the B-frame coding uses two refer-
ence frames (often previous and future frames) to predict
the target frame. In this paper, we focus on learning-based
B-frame video coding.

In the past few years, deep-learning techniques have
been used in video compression. Up to now, most learned
codecs adopt the hybrid coding structure of the classical
coding systems; that is, it contains two major components:
motion coding and residual image coding. It is generally
believed that accurate motion compensation is a very effec-
tive way to reduce the temporal redundancy in the video.
Only the remaining unpredictable (‘new’) pixels are coded
using image coding techniques. Describing accurately the
motion field around arbitrary shape objects often needs a
large number of bits. For example, the HEVC standard de-
fines a variety of block partitions to specify regions sharing
the same motion vectors [31].
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Thanks to the advancement of neural networks, more ac-
curate video predictors without transmitting bits are now
available. Then, we need only to send the unpredictable pix-
els. Often the locations of unpredictable pixels are sparse.
It costs many bits to send the precise location information.
Hence, we develop a bootstrap strategy. Instead of transmit-
ting motion or location information or both, we send the un-
predictable pixel information in two layers. The base layer
sends the downsampled unpredictable information (contain-
ing locations and pixel values) to the decoder. This piece
of information serves two purposes. It provides a rough,
downsampled image of unpredictable pixels and contains
information indicating which pixels are unpredictable. With
a well-designed neural network, we generate a weighting
map that merges predictable and unpredictable pixels to
construct a good-quality target frame. Then, at the enhance-
ment layer, we send additional information (bits) to improve
the quality of the final coded image.

Motivated by the above observations, we propose a
learned video compression scheme without a motion cod-
ing module. It contains two image coding layers: the
base and enhancement layers. The base layer consists of a
video frame interpolator, a downsampling network, a neural
network-based image compressor, and a super-resolution
network (SR-Net). We adopt the efficient Conditional Aug-
mented Normalization Flows (CANF) [15] for the image
compressors at the base and enhancement layers. The frame
interpolator produces the conditioning image for the base-
layer CANF. The SR-Net upsamples the decoded base-layer
image to recover a full-resolution image. The enhancement
layer consists of a multi-frame merging network, skip-mask
generator, skip-mode coding module and CANF compres-
sor. The multi-frame merging network combines all the im-
age information available at both the encoder and the de-
coder to form a merged image. The merged image serves as
the conditioning signal for the enhancement-layer CANF.
To this end, we design a merging map (weights) genera-
tor, a neural network accepting inputs from the upsampled
base-layer image, and two motion-warped reference frames.
To improve the coding efficiency of the enhancement-layer
compressor, we design a skip-mode coding technique. A
neural network generates a binary skip mask SM t accord-
ing to the predicted motion information, the base-layer
merged output, and the enhancement-layer hyperprior out-
put. The skip mask specifies the locations of significant
and insignificant latent samples. The insignificant sam-
ples are skipped from coding; at the decoder, they are re-
placed by the corresponding mean values predicted by the
enhancement-layer hyperprior module. The detailed skip-
mode coding operation is described in the supplementary
document.

Our contributions are summarized as follows.

• We propose a two-layer B-frame coding framework

that skips motion information from coding.

• We introduce a multi-frame merging network to com-
bine the base-layer and enhancement-layer frames
in constructing a high-quality predictor for the
enhancement-layer CANF compressor.

We implement the above ideas in an end-to-end learned B-
frame video compression system. Because the input im-
age to the base-layer compressor has a much smaller di-
mension, our system has much lower computational com-
plexity (about 45% lower in terms of encoding MACs) than
B-CANF [10], a typical hybrid coding system with similar
coding components.

2. Related Works
2.1. Deep Video Compression

Most existing deep video compression schemes adopt
the hybrid coding structure with motion and residual cod-
ing, and focus on P-frame coding. For example, an early
work by Lu et al. [26, 27] presents an efficient deep video
coding scheme that replaces nearly all the key components
in the classical coding architecture by deep neural networks.
Recent deep video compression papers often use similar
hybrid coding structures and focus on improving various
components, e.g. motion coding [4, 16, 24], residual cod-
ing [13], feature-space coding [18], content-adaptive cod-
ing [25], coding mode prediction [17], and contextual cod-
ing [15, 22, 23]. One notable trend is the use of condi-
tional/contextual coding to replace traditional residual cod-
ing. For example, the contextual coding papers [15, 22, 23]
adopt this concept to achieve high coding performance.

There are only a few attempts at eliminating motion cod-
ing (i.e. not transmitting motion information) in a video
codec [11], [36, 37], [9]. Both Cheng et al. [11] and Zou
et al. [36,37] adopt the hierarchical B-frame GOP structure,
where Cheng et al. [11] encode frame differences. They ad-
just the temporal distance in calculating frame differences
based on the motion characteristics. Zou et al. [36,37] com-
pute the pyramid features of the reference and target frames
and derive motion information from the transmitted features
at the decoder. On the other hand, Chen et al. [9] focus
on P-frame coding and transmit the displaced frame differ-
ences instead of sending motion information. This concept
of video compression without motion coding received little
attention. The reason may be because of its inferior cod-
ing performance, although employing only one compressor
significantly reduces the complexity. As discussed earlier,
we observe that a low-rate base layer is needed to efficiently
convey unpredictable pixels to improve compression perfor-
mance.

Up to now, only a handful of deep video compression
schemes address B-frame coding. In addition to [11,36,37],
Wu et al. [32] introduce an early deep video compression
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Figure 1. The proposed two-layer conditional B-frame coding system without motion coding. It includes a low-resolution CANF com-
pressor and a full-resolution adaptive CANF compressor. The input frame xt is encoded based on its reference frames x̂t−k, x̂t+k, with
the decoded frame x̂t representing a lossy reconstruction of xt. The yellow blocks denote our proposed components. The green solid lines
represent the conditioning signals for the CANF compressors. The red symbols are available only in the training phase.

system that encodes B-frames hierarchically using a simple
image interpolation method. Often, the motion informa-
tion for the two reference frames are coded and transmit-
ted [12], [34]. Pourreza et al. [29] extend the P-frame cod-
ing method to encode B-frames using only one motion field.
Yilmaz et al [35] propose learned hierarchical bi-directional
video compression (LHBDC) that employs a temporal mo-
tion vector predictor to reduce the motion bitrate. It pro-
duces impressive coding performance when compared to
the prior learned P-frame and B-frame codecs. This scheme
was refined and extended to flexible rate compression by
Çetin et al. [8].

2.2. CANF Compressors

Ho et al. [15] propose Conditional Augmented Normal-
izing Flows (CANF) [15] by combining the concept of con-
ditional coding with an efficient deep image compression
architecture, Augmented Normalizing Flows (ANF) [14].
In theory, conditional coding is more efficient than the resid-
ual coding that has been used in typical hybrid coding sys-
tems [21], [15]. Therefore, several conditional coding struc-
tures [22], [23], [15] are proposed, showing promising com-

pression performance. CANF can replace the usual VAE
compressors in the hybrid coding structure and produce
the state-of-the-art performance in P-frame coding [15].
Recently, Chen et al. [10] apply CANF to B-frame cod-
ing. They still use the hybrid coding structure and show
the state-of-the-art performance with an additional frame-
adaptive coding technique. We thus also use CANF as the
image compressor in our system, but we do not use the
hybrid coding structure. Our adaptive CANF differs from
the basic CANF (shown in the supplementary document) in
that it incorporates a skip-mask generator and a skip-coding
mechanism.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. System Overview

Figure 1 shows our two-layer conditional coding scheme
for B-frame video compression. The basic building block of
our system is CANF [15], and our intra-coding is an ANF
image compressor from [14]. Our framework has two cod-
ing layers: a low-resolution CANF compressor (the base
layer) and a full-resolution CANF compressor (the enhance-
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Figure 2. Illustration of the base-layer components. The yellow
blocks indicate our proposed modules, i.e. the downsampler (DS)
and super-resolution network (SR-Net). The high-resolution input
image x̄t to the downsampler is produced by the RIFE frame inter-
polator. It is downsampled by a factor of 4, with the resulting sig-
nal x̄DS

t serving as the conditioning signal for the low-resolution
CANF compressor, which encodes the downsampled version xDS

t

of the target frame xt. The compressor output x̂DS
t is upsampled

by SR-Net as x̂SR
t .

ment layer).

3.2. Base Layer

The base layer comprises a frame interpolator, down-
sampler (DS), super-resolution network (SR-Net), and
CANF compressor. We adopt an off-the-shelf high-
performance video interpolator, RIFE [19], as our frame in-
terpolator.

As shown in Figure 2, the downsampling network (DS)
downsamples the pixel-domain interpolated frame x̄t ∈
R3×H×W to x̄DS

t ∈ R3×H/4×W/4, where W,H are the
width and height of the target frame xt ∈ R3×H×W , re-
spectively. The same DS is also applied to xt to pro-
duce xDS

t ∈ R3×H/4×W/4. The downsampled interpo-
lated frame x̄DS

t then serves as the conditioning signal for
the CANF compressor to compress the downsampled tar-
get frame xDS

t . After the compression step, we recover the
resolution of the coded downsampled target frame x̂DS

t ∈
R3×H/4×W/4 to its original resolution by a super-resolution
network (SR-net).

Downsampling Network (DS). The DS network is com-
posed of convolutional layers and residual blocks (Figure
2). Specifically, we use two convolutional layers with stride
2 to achieve a downsampling factor of m = 4.

Base-Layer CANF Compressor. The base-layer CANF
compressor encodes the downsampled target frame xDS

t

by taking the downsampled version x̄DS
t of the interpo-

lated frame x̄t as a conditioning signal. Note that the base-
layer CANF compressor is to be distinguished from another
CANF compressor in the enhancement layer.

Figure 3. Illustration of the enhancement-layer components. The
multi-frame merging network inside the enhancement layer is de-
signed to combine x̂SR

t , warp(x̂t−k, mp
tt−k→t

), and warp(x̂t+k,
mp

tt+k→t
) to produce a refined merged output x′

t according to a
merging map generated by the merging-map generator.

Super-Resolution Network (SR-Net). The SR-Net is
to interpolate the low-resolution coded target frame x̂DS

t to
its original resolution x̂SR

t ∈ R3×H×W . We perform up-
sampling using transpose convolutions with stride 2. The
network architecture is detailed in Figure 2.

3.3. Enhancement Layer

To obtain a high-quality output at the end of this stage,
we introduce a multi-frame merging network. The net-
work takes three inputs: the SR-Net output x̂SR

t and
the two warped (motion-compensated) reference frames
warp(x̂t−k, mp

tt−k→t
), warp(x̂t+k, mp

tt+k→t
). It produces

a floating-point weighting map Mm ∈ R3×H×W with three
normalized values for each sample, which are the weight-
ings used to combine the three input frames. The weighted
sum of these three input frames is further refined using a
refinement module (Refine-Net) to generate the final output
image x′

t ∈ R3×H×W . The architectures of the merging-
map generator and Refine-Net are provided in the supple-
mentary document.

We then use the second CANF compressor operating
in the original image resolution to produce a high-quality
coded frame. The merged output x′

t from the base layer
serves as the conditioning signal to compress the target
frame xt. To reduce the bit consumption in arithmetic
coding, we propose a skip-mode coding mechanism. The
skip-mask generator network produces a binary skip-mask
SM t ∈ {0, 1}128×H/16×W/16 that determines which la-
tent samples are transmitted in the arithmetic coding pro-
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cess. We modify the CANF compressor from [14] to work
with SM t. The same skip mask is used at the decoder
to identify the locations of non-skipped samples decoded
from the transmitted bitstream. The reconstructed frame
x̂t ∈ R3×H×W is stored in the decoded frame buffer and
is used in the next coding cycle.

Multi-Frame Merging Network (MFMN). Inspired by
[35], we develop a multi-frame merging network, which
produces the weighting maps used to combine the out-
put x̂SR

t of SR-Net and the two warped reference frames,
warp(x̂t−k, mp

tt−k→t
) and warp(x̂t+k, mp

tt+k→t
). There-

fore, the output channel number is three and the softmax
operator is used for scaling. Figure 4 illustrates the opera-
tions of our multi-frame merging network. In this example,
the upper video is Jockey, and the lower one is HoneyBee.
The three weighting maps M i

m ∈ R1×H×W , i = 1, 2, 3, the
weighted output M1

m ∗ x̂SR
t of the coded base layer x̂SR

t ,
and the final combined output x′

t are shown for one typi-
cal frame in these two sequences. The HoneyBee video is
a slow-motion sequence; only a tiny honeybee has fast mo-
tion. Therefore, most of the background can be predicted
well from the two reference frames. In contrast, both the
object and background are moving in Jockey, and thus it
is important to extract the locations of unpredictable pixels
and their values from the decoded low-resolution image.

Skip-mask Generation. Our skip-mode coding mecha-
nism has two main components: the (1) skip-mask genera-
tion and (2) skip-mode coding inside the arithmetic coder.
The performance of the skip-mode coding largely relies on
precise skip masks. Often the moving object boundaries
and texture edges cannot be precisely predicted or upsam-
pled from the low-resolution image. Hence, motion infor-
mation provides clues to skip samples. Also, the decoded
low-resolution image can provide object boundary and tex-
ture edge clues. Therefore, as shown in Figure 5, the first
stage of our skip-mask generator takes inputs from the for-
ward and backward motion fields, mp

t−k→t ∈ R2×H×W ,
mp

t+k→t ∈ R2×H×W , and the merged image, x′
t. We adopt

the implementation of the skip-mask generation and skip-
mode coding from [5].

Furthermore, the skipped (not transmitted) samples are
replaced by the mean values µ from the hyperprior module
at the decoder. This operation is performed also at the en-
coder to reconstruct the decoded image. The mean µ and
variance σ produced by the hyperprior module also provide
clues for skipping samples. Thus, the second stage of our
skip-mask generator takes inputs from the hyperprior out-
puts, as shown in Figure 5. Finally, a rounding operation is
applied to generate the binary mask. We use the straight-
through gradient strategy in training to solve the zero gradi-
ent problem caused by the round operator for mask binariza-
tion. Value 0 in the skip mask means skip mode, and value
1 means non-skip mode. We show a few masks in Figure 6.

Generally, more samples are skipped at lower bitrates.
Adaptive CANF Compressor. Because our

enhancement-layer CANF includes the skip-mode coding
process described above, it is called Adaptive CANF.
The details of our Adaptive CANF is described in the
supplementary document.

Frame-type Adaptive Coding. For better rate-distortion
performance, reference B-frames should be coded with
higher quality (at the cost of higher bitrates) than non-
reference B-frames. To this end, we implement the frame-
type adaptive (FA) coding proposed in [10]. Conceptually,
the reference and non-reference B-frames are coded with
two somewhat different models. This is achieved by apply-
ing a channel-wise affine transformation to the output fea-
tures of every convolutional layer in our CANF compres-
sors.

3.4. Training Procedure

Our model is trained by using a multi-step training pro-
cedure. The hyper-parameters are chosen empirically. We
use the ADAM [20] optimizer with an initial learning rate
of 1e-4. The batch size is set to 8. We train our model in
four phases. Each phase has its own set of hyper-parameters
and training loss functions. Some modules may be frozen
during training; thus, only the other modules are trained in
that step. Our training procedure is as follows.

1. We first train the frame interpolator (RIFE [19]) with
the initial model from [19]. The loss function in this
phase is L = D(x̄t, xt); that is, the output x̄t of RIFE
is trained to approximate the target frame xt.

2. We train all the modules in the base layer in a few
steps. The RIFE module is frozen at the beginning of
this phase. First, we train only the downsampler and
SR-Net (without the CANF compressor) using the loss
function L = D(x̂SR

t , xt), where x̂SR
t is the SR-Net

output. When the first step reaches convergence, we
include the CANF compressor between the downsam-
pler and SR-Net in the second training step and the loss
function is L = D(x̂DS

t , xDS
t ) + Rb, where Rb is the

estimated coding bitrate of CANF in the base layer.
Then, we train RIFE together with the downsampler,
CANF, and SR-Net with L = D(x̂SR

t , xt) +Rb to up-
date the entire base layer.

3. After the base layer produces a target frame with rea-
sonable quality, we proceed to train the enhancement
layer. In this phase, we freeze the base layer. We
first train the merging-map generator and refinement
module inside MFMN with L = D(x′

t, xt). Then,
we train the MFMN together with the enhancement-
layer CANF compressor without the skip-mask gener-
ator network. The loss function is L = D(x̂t, xt) +
Rb + Re, where Re is the estimated coding bitrate of
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(a) M1
m (b) M2

m (c) M3
m (d) M1

m ∗ x̂SR
t (e) x′

t

Figure 4. Visualization of intermediate results produced by multi-frame merging network (MFMN). The top row (Jockey) has fast moving
background and the bottom row (HoneyBee) has slow moving background.

Figure 5. The skip-mask generator consists of convolutional layers
and residual blocks. We use a sigmoid function to scale the output
to a range between 0 and 1, followed by using a rounding operator
to create a binary map.

(a) λ = 256 (b) λ = 512

(c) λ = 1024 (d) λ = 2048

Figure 6. Examples of the skip mask at different λ’s (smaller λ’s
result in lower bitrates) for the model trained with mean-squared
error (MSE). The transmitted latent variables have 128 channels;
only 16 are shown for each bitrate.

the enhancement-layer CANF. When the above train-
ing step converges, we include the skip-mask genera-
tor network and activate the skip-mode coding process
inside the adaptive CANF compressor for training.

4. In the final phase, we train all the modules in an end-
to-end manner. We append Aux at the end of the loss
function and introduce a parameter ε in front of Rb.
Aux refers to (D(y2, x

′
t)+D(x′

t, xt)+D(x̂SR
t , xt))∗

0.01 ∗ λ. It functions as a regularizer for y2, x′
t, and

x̂SR
t . y2 is the approximation of conditioning signal x′

t

from CANF codec [10]. The parameter 0.01 is recom-
mended by [15] although our terms are slightly differ-

ent. Thus, the final loss function is L = D(x̂t, xt) ∗
λ+ ε ∗Rb +Re +Aux.

In total, we use five epochs to train RIFE with the ini-
tial model from [19], five epochs to train the base layer, five
epochs to train the enhancement layer, and 25 epochs to
train all the modules in an end-to-end manner. We reduce
the learning rate when the loss function reaches a plateau.
To obtain models for different bitrates, we choose λ = 256,
512, 1024, 2048 for training the mean-squared error (MSE)
model and λ = 4, 8, 16, 32 for training the multi-scale struc-
tural similarity index (MS-SSIM) model. The MSE model
adopts MSE as the distortion measure D(·, ·), and the MS-
SSIM model adopts MS-SSIM. The ε parameter controls
the bitrate (and thus image quality) of the base layer. In our
experiment, ε = 4 is chosen empirically. To generate dif-
ferent rate points, we first train the model for the highest
rate point (λ = 2048) using the complete training proce-
dure and then fine-tune (phase 4 only) the resulting model
for the other rates for five epochs.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset

The Vimeo90K septuplet dataset [33] was used to train
our proposed method. It contains 91,701 7-frame sequences
of resolution 448x256. During training, we randomly crop
each frame to 256x256 and flip it horizontally and verti-
cally. We evaluate our training models using the popular
video coding test datasets: UVG [28] (7 videos) and HEVC
Class B [7] (5 videos). The performance metrics are peak-
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and multi-scale structural sim-
ilarity index (MS-SSIM) at several coding bitrates. We also
calculate the BD-rate savings [6].

4.2. Rate-Distortion (RD) Performance

Figure 7 shows the RD performance on the test datasets
using GOP=32. Our proposed method is denoted as
TLZMC (Two-Layer Zero Motion Coding). When the FA
technique is used, our method is denoted as TLZMC*.
More results with different downsampling and super-
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Figure 7. RD results (GOP=32) on UVG and HEVC Class B datasets measured in PSNR and MS-SSIM over bitrate (bpp). There are
different evaluation settings for B-CANF (intra period=32, GOP=16), Çetin et al. [8] (GOP=16), and LHBDC (GOP=8).

resolution methods are provided in the supplementary doc-
ument. Clearly, the RD performance of TLZMC* is
somewhat better than that of TLZMC. Our methods are
compared with DCVC [22] (a conditional P-frame coding
scheme) and the other hierarchical B-frame coding meth-
ods: LHBDC [35] (GOP=8), Çetin et al. [8] (GOP=16), and
B-CANF [10] (hybrid-based coding with intra period=32
and GOP=16), which is the state-of-the-art B-frame coding
scheme. For classical coding, we include the RD curves
of HM 16.23 [3] with encoder lowdelay P main configura-
tion (LDP) and with encoder randomaccess main configu-
ration (RA / Random Access) and x265 [1] with veryslow
mode (zerolatency). The BD-rate saving in the parenthesis
is calculated using x265 (veryslow) with GOP=32 as an-
chor. We perform coding on all available frames for the
UVG dataset, but only on the first 100 frames for the HEVC
Class B dataset.

Except for B-CANF, our method outperforms all the
other deep video codecs in PSNR. It should be noted that
the B-CANF performance is based on an intra period of 32
and a GOP of 16 using its B*-frame technique. In com-
parison with the classical codecs, our method outperforms
HM (LDP) and x265 (veryslow) but is lower than HM (RA).
Regarding MS-SSIM, our method is slightly lower than B-
CANF but outperforms the other deep video codecs and the
classical codecs. It is interesting to observe that the perfor-
mance of our method is closer to that of B-CANF at lower
bitrates in MSE and MS-SSIM models.

Table 1 presents the bit distribution between the base and
enhancement layers. Generally, the base layer consumes
less than 7% of the total bitrate in average. However, when
employing frame-type adaptive coding, the base-layer bi-
trate exhibits increased flexibility, reaching up to 18% in
reference frames and 16% in non-reference frames.

4.3. Skip-Mask and Skip-Mask Generator

We show the benefit of our skip mask by calculating the
percentage of retained latent samples (transmitted samples)
at various bitrates (λ values). Table 2 shows the statistics of

λ TLZMC TLZMC*
R / NR / AVG R / NR / AVG

256 5.38 / 8.71 / 6.80% 18.05 / 15.96 / 17.41%
512 4.30 / 7.55 / 5.53% 11.58 / 8.45 / 10.52%
1024 2.99 / 6.43 / 4.51% 8.08 / 5.16 / 7.01%
2048 2.55 / 5.29 / 3.46% 5.31 / 2.83 / 4.31%
Average 3.80 / 6.99 / 5.07% 10.75 / 8.10 / 9.81%

Table 1. Percentages of the base-layer bit rate for 100 frames
in all videos in the HEVC-B dataset. The percentages of the
enhancement-layer bitrate can be derived by (100 - BL)%. The
total bitrate excludes intra frames. R: reference frames, NR: non-
reference frames, and AVG: the average percentages of the base-
layer bitrate over both reference and non-reference frames.

retained samples using the MSE model on the UVG dataset
(GOP=8). The percentage of retained samples is lower at
lower bitrates (lower λ values) because fewer bits can be
used to send transmitted samples. The average retained
rates on the UVG dataset for λ = 256, 512, 1024, and 2048
are 28.28%, 36.23%, 57.17%, and 69.93%, respectively.

The skip-mask generator has two sets of inputs: (1) pre-
dicted motion data and merged frames, and (2) µ and σ from
the hyperprior. Table 3 shows how each input contributes
to the BD-rate saving. The evaluation is performed on the
UVG dataset with GOP=32, and each model is separately
trained in an end-to-end manner (phase 4). The BD-rate

Sequence λ
256 512 1024 2048

YachtRide 40.75 53.21 64.01 70.22
Bosphorus 23.79 34.01 43.21 58.63
ShakeNDry 29.10 39.43 55.64 75.77
ReadySteadyGo 39.65 44.23 56.16 64.85
Beauty 20.99 29.73 81.63 93.65
Jockey 35.03 38.77 65.13 67.45
HoneyBee 8.66 14.21 34.42 58.96
Average 28.28 36.23 57.17 69.93

Table 2. The percentages of retained (transmitted) latent samples
at different λ values. Smaller λ’s result in lower bitrates.
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Input BD-Rate Saving
(i) Without skip mask -35.87
(ii) x′

t, m
p
tt−k→t

, mp
tt+k→t

-38.12
(iii) µ, σ -39.74
(iv) (ii) & (iii) -42.39

Table 3. Ablation study of the inputs to the skip-mask generator
tested on the UVG dataset (GOP=32).

saving of both sets of inputs is significantly better that of
the individual sets alone.

4.4. GOP Size

To better understand the RD performance under differ-
ent GOP settings, we include our RD performance on the
UVG dataset using GOP=8 (TLZMC-GOP8) in Figure 7.
As shown, a larger GOP size leads to a slightly higher BD-
rate saving. When tested on the UVG dataset, our method
with GOP=32 performs comparably to B-CANF at lower
bitrates in terms of both PSNR and MS-SSIM.

4.5. Computational Complexity

The complexity of our method is shown in Table
4 in terms of model size, runtimes, and multiply-and-
accumulate operations (MACs). The test is run on GTX
2080Ti with GOP=32 on the UVG dataset. The MACs is
calculated when encoding the first B-frame in a GOP. The
encoding and decoding runtimes are averaged on the first
100 frames of Beauty sequence (UVG dataset), following
the setting of [10]. Our MAC number is extracted using Py-
Torch library fvcore [2]. Because of the use of the CANF
compressor in the base and enhancement layers, our model
size reaches 39.9M, which is approximately 1.5x larger than
the others. However, the number of pixels to the base-layer
compressor is one-sixteenth of the full image resolution, re-
sulting in a significant reduction in MACs and runtimes.
Particularly, our encoder has only a slightly larger amount
of computation than the decoder, while the other schemes
have much higher encoder computation. This is because
our encoder does not need to perform extra motion estima-
tion for motion coding. Notably, our method has the lowest
encoding time and its decoding time is very close to that of
LHBDC, which has the lowest decoding time. Our encod-
ing and decoding MACs are also very competitive.

We present a breakdown analysis of the encoder’s model
size and MACs in Table 5. Clearly, the base-layer multi-
frame merging network and the enhancement-layer adaptive
CANF use more than 80% of calculations. They may be
subjected to further study for reducing computation.

5. Conclusion

We propose a two-layer video compression framework
without motion coding. It is different from the mainstream

Model Size Encode Decode
Time MACs Time MACs

DCVC 8M 7.70s 1.05M/px 28.97s 0.68M/px
LHBDC 23.5M 1.19s 1.94M/px 0.73s 1.12M/px
B-CANF 24M 1.69s 2.70M/px 1.09s 1.97M/px
TLZMC 39.9M 0.87s 1.50M/px 0.76s 1.45M/px

Table 4. Computational complexity comparison with DCVC [22]
(P-frame coding), LHBDC [35] and B-CANF [10].

Modules Size Ratio MACs Ratio
Frame Interpolator
RIFE 10.7M 26.94% 0.09M/px 5.76%
Base Layer
CANF 12.6M 31.61% 0.06M/px 4.16%
DS 0.1M 0.01% 0.01M/px 0.01%
SR-Net 0.3M 0.76% 0.09M/px 6.63%
MFMN 1.5M 3.74% 0.43M/px 29.03%
Enhancement Layer
Skip Mask 1.1M 2.67% 0.02M/px 1.33%
Ad. CANF 13.6M 34.27% 0.80M/px 53.08%
Total 39.9M 1.50M/px

Table 5. A breakdown analysis of the model size and MACs for the
encoder components (frame interpolator, base layer, enhancement
layer).

hybrid-based coding framework in which motion coding is
an essential component.

One critical element making our scheme successful is
that we introduce a low-bitrate base layer that conveys the
locations and values of the unpredictable pixels. One signif-
icant advantage of the proposed scheme is its low computa-
tional complexity, particularly at the encoder. Compared to
the state-of-the-art learned B-frame codec [10] with simi-
lar coding components, our scheme has an RD performance
slightly lower at high bitrates and about the same at low
bitrates. On the other hand, our approach uses only 55%
MACs operations in encoding and 73% MACs in decoding.
This is the first attempt at designing a two-layer video com-
pression scheme without motion coding. When the multi-
frame merging network is replaced by a frame synthesis, the
RD performance can be further improved as described in the
supplementary document. Hence, there is a good potential
to further improve its performance by tuning the parameters
and altering the network architecture.
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